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Global COVID-19  Freight Restrictions Overview
Restrictions are opening again

AFRICA and MIDDLE EAST

South Africa began easing the lockdown and industries are now working at 

approximately 50% of their usual capacity. Since 14 May, e-Commerce 

businesses have been fully operational again (with the exception of alcohol and 

cigarette sales which are not allowed). South African airports are operating at 

reduced capacity. Only medical supplies are moved via airfreight.

Middle East: Some restrictions at border crossings, e.g. Jordan - Saudi Arabia, 

but alternative routes are being used.

ASIA PACIFIC 

Australia and New Zealand are 

beginning to slowly lift restrictions 

and lockdowns are eased. 

Backlogs at intra-Asian borders are 

improving slowly. Delays are reducing.

China restrictions to export medical 

equipment creating a backlog since 

few companies are certified and 

allowed by government.

Road transport within China is almost 

normal, except in the Hubei province.

INDIAN SUB-CONTINENT.

India: No restrictions on Inter-state & 

Intra-state passenger & goods 

movement via Air, Railways. 

Pakistan: Government has decided 

to partially open the lock-down with 

certain SOP’s to follow. .

Bangladesh: Passenger & cargo 

flights/Freighters are operational 

following the proper safety measures

Sri Lanka: Curfew has been 

imposed in all the districts again

EUROPE

We are operational everywhere, although 

in Italy, Spain, Portugal and France with 

interruptions.

Demand is increasing more than air 

charter capacity from Asia to Europe, we 

still experience a backlog of cargo

NORTH AMERICA

Air charter space from Asia to North 

America is extremely tight with rates at 

an all time high.

Vessel capacity shortages from the 

Americas to Asia is expected to last until 

the middle of May. 

LATIN AMERICA

Airlines are obeying the authorities' 

restrictions. Ports are operating normally. 

There is a shortage in transport units and 

freight rates are increasing

Most of countries have confirmed 

extension of curfew until mid or end 

June 30th until new advice

Global airfreight export capacity

For updates on: https://www.dsv.com/coronavirus/regional-operational-status

https://www.dsv.com/coronavirus/regional-operational-status
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Global Airfreight Overview
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Global air cargo capacity decline 26% compared to last year

The stark contrast between trade lanes remains, trade lanes to and from Asia fare better than the global average; Eastbound Transpacific 

capacity grows 3% compared to last year; Europe –Asia capacity declines by only -8%

Total air cargo capacity growth1, 24 - 30 May 2020 vs. same week last year2 

YoY growth, %

Note: Thickness of arrows is representative of May 2020 capacity in metric tonnes, direct flights only; all flows indicate region-to-region capacity; regions are indicated by color coding; 1) Total cargo 

capacity includes widebody passenger and all freighter flights; 2) Same week last year defined as 26 May – 1 Jun 2019, all dates measured in UTC; Source: Seabury Consulting Capacity Tracking 

database, Seabury Consulting analysis (June 2020)

Source: Seabury

Air cargo capacity decrease has stabilized at 26% for the last three weeks
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Passenger freighter capacity declined last week for the first time

Global freighter capacity remained mostly stable during the last weeks; belly capacity decreased -4% this week compared to last week, after 

strong increases in previous weeks

Source: Seabury

Daily international cargo capacity1 Feb- May 2020

Thousand of tonnes

Note: Direct capacity only; All freighters and widebody passenger aircraft only, Date measured in UTC time; 1) Corrected for day-off-week fluctuations, smoothened for clarification; 2) 

Comparing 24 – 30 May 2020 to 26 May – 1 Jun 2019; 3) Comparing 24 – 30 May 2020 vs. 17 – 23 May 2020; 4) Freighter aircraft (excluding those operated for integrators and "passenger 

freighters”); Source: Seabury Consulting Capacity Tracking database, Seabury Consulting analysis (June 2020)
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Passenger freighters start ‘cooling down’ on most key trade 
lanes
Intra-Middle East & South Asia and Latin America – North America showed the highest capacity declines

Source: SeaburyNote: sorted by amount of block hours in 30 Mar – 6 Apr; Widebody freighter aircraft only; 1) Selected aircraft; 2) Comparing 27 Apr – 10 May 2020 vs. 30 Mar – 6 Apr 2020, the latter was 

the week with the lowest total international cargo capacity; Source: Seabury Consulting Capacity Tracking database, Seabury Consulting analysis (May  2020)
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Passenger freighters from China are decreasing as urgency for 
PPE slows down 
After a strong 14% week-over-week growth since beginning of April, passenger freighter capacity from China declined 8% last week; carriers 

from Middle East & South Asia and North America saw the highest decline

Source: SeaburyNote: Direct capacity only; China outbound excludes capacity from Hong Kong; Date measured in UTC time; 1) Compound growth between 1 – 7 April  and 17 – 23 May 2) Capacity growth 

for the 24-30 May 2020 compared to 17-23 May 2020; Source: Seabury Consulting Capacity Tracking database, Seabury Consulting analysis (June 2020) 

Passenger freighter capacity decreased by 2,000 tonnes compared to last week

Decrease in passenger freighter capacity was widespread across all carrier regions
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Transatlantic belly capacity decreased by 81% since February
Widebody belly capacity on the Transatlantic shows no signs of recovery, while freighter capacity remains stable and has only increased 8% 

since the first week of February

Note: 1) Showing daily international freighter capacity up to 12 May 2020; 2) Comparing 6 – 12 May 2020 vs 29 Apr – 5 May 2020; Source: Seabury Consulting Capacity Tracking database, Seabury Consulting 

analysis (May 2020)

US (-38%) and UK (-54%) air cargo capacity has shown limited recovery
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China’s recovery of air cargo capacity is driven mainly by 
freighters
USA, Japan and South Korea decline in widebody belly capacity has been (partially) mitigated through freighter operations; lack of freighter 

capacity has left the UK with limited options of recovering

Notes: 1) Starting from 20 Jan; 2) Daily capacity smoothened for illustration purposes; 3) Growth in daily capacity comparing 20 Jan vs. 30 May Source: Seabury Consulting Capacity Tracking database, Seabury 

Consulting analysis (June 2020)

Passenger freighters have also contributed significantly to China’s recovery
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Global Ocean freight Overview
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Q3- capacity reductions increase quickly

The blanking of sailings for 2020-Q3 is gathering pace quickly, but thus 
far mainly from only 2M and THE Alliance, with Ocean Alliance holding 
back for now. It seems that the demand drop was not fully as 
catastrophic as initially expected.

We can also see that 2M and THE Alliance are  fairly  well  aligned  on  
blank  sailings for  three of  the  four  main  services,  but not for the 
Transpacific trade to the West Coast. The expectation would be, that 2M 
will announce their blank sailings intentions for the Transpacific to the 
West Coast in the coming weeks. 

Ocean Alliance follow suit with Q3 blank sailings, in line with other 
market participants. This would fall in line with the approach we have 
seen in recent months, where Ocean Alliance typically is the last of the 
three alliances to announce their blank sailings.

10 June 2020 Source: Seaintel
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Shanghai Container index is increasing current level is above 
last year. 

As the carriers continue their strategy of blank sailings to prevent a rate decline, it is also getting clear 
that the strategy is achieving more than “just” this simple objective. In fact, it is underpinning an increase 
of freight rates. Not necessarily on every individual trade corridor or every individual port-port 
combination, but in the aggregate, this is clearly what is happening.

10 June 2020 Source: Seaintel


